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The growing adoption of emojis, stickers and GIFs suggests a corresponding demand for rich, personalized expression in messaging apps. Some people customize apps to enable more personal forms of expression, yet we know little about how such customizations shape everyday communication. Since people increasingly communicate via multiple apps side-by-side, we are also interested in how customizing one app influences communication via other apps. We created a taxonomy of customization options based on interviews with 15 “extreme users” of communication apps. We found that participants tailored their apps to express their identities, organizational culture, and intimate bonds with others. They also experienced expression breakdowns: frustrations around barriers to transferring personal forms of expression across apps, which inspired inventive workarounds to maintain cross-app habits of expression, such as briefly switching apps to generate and export content for a particular conversation. We conclude with implications for personalized expression in ecosystems of communication apps.
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1 INTRODUCTION

People increasingly adopt emojis, stickers and GIFs as means of expression that help them enrich and personalize their text-based communication. For example, emojis not only express emotions, but also help convey identity traits and friendly impressions for maintaining positive relationships with others [52]. People carefully select stickers that reflect their personalities during conversations [67], and also send animated GIFs based on TV shows or movies that let them react to messages with richer gestures and facial expressions than would be possible with text, emojis or stickers [2]. We believe that such practices point to the need for strong personalization in mediated communication, and are particularly interested in how technology can support more individualized, personal forms of expression that go beyond the default options offered by today’s communication apps.
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Although most communication apps offer customization options for tailoring notifications, user-interface aesthetics, and means of expression, we know little about their role in personal communication. For example, *Facebook Messenger* (henceforth *Messenger*) lets conversation partners change the color of their chat bubbles and set a shortcut to a frequently used emoji. *Telegram* lets users import custom-made stickers and install *bots* or *chatbots* [28] that automate tasks via conversational interfaces, e.g., creating a poll in a group chat to make a collective decision. *Slack* supports importing custom-made emojis that can then be used as *reactions*. We are interested in characterizing how users leverage these and other customization options with the goal of informing novel designs for increased personalization of mobile communication.

Not only do people communicate extensively via communication apps, but they increasingly adopt a mix of different communication apps to support their everyday communication [14, 49]. For example, a user may use *WhatsApp* for text messaging, as well as *Messenger* and *Telegram*. Those who enjoy sharing stories [35] may use *Snapchat* alongside *Instagram*. Others use specific apps to support group work within a team, such as *Slack* and *HipChat*. Together, each user’s collection of communication apps provides diverse means of expression and opportunities for showing care [9], and support sharing different types of content with different audiences [48]. In line with recent work that advocates for an ecological approach to studying mediated communication [12, 41, 48, 66], we are interested in the value that users place on the diverse customization options available across their personal ecosystems of communication apps.

This paper investigates customization practices in the context of computer-mediated communication (CMC) guided by the following research questions: 1) What customizations do people make to their communication apps, and how can we characterize them so as to inform design? 2) What value do people place on the diverse customization options available throughout their personal ecosystems of communication apps? We address these questions with an interview study of 15 “extreme users” of communication apps in order to gather rich insights into potential new designs. We contribute a taxonomy of customization options in mobile communication apps, and novel insights about the role that customizations can play in maintaining online relationships as well as the breakdowns and workarounds that arise in their attempts to proactively personalize their communication. Last, we discuss the implications of our research and show how our taxonomy creates a design space for exploring new opportunities for design.

2 RELATED WORK

Software customization occurs in the context of a co-adaptive process, where “*people both adapt to technology (reacting to it) and adapt it to meet their needs (proactively changing it)*” [31]. Mackay proposes that users adapt to technology as they *learn* how to work within its capabilities and limitations at the same time that they adapt it to their particular needs: they *appropriate* it i.e., use it in unanticipated ways, and may also *customize* it i.e., tailor its functionality to make it work in a different way [33]. As customizations change the capabilities and limitations of an app, they influence user behavior over time. In this study, we analyze customization practices in ecosystems of communication apps through the lenses of co-adaptation to understand the value that people place on their customizations and how these influence their communication behavior.

We review the related work on customizations to mobile communication apps, highlighting that most work describes how users *adapt* to communication technologies, and that literature about

---

1 *Reactions* are emojis that can be attached to a message after it was sent, as illustrated in [65]. Some of the apps that support reactions offer a fixed set of emoji options to react with (e.g. *Messenger* offers 7 emojis, including the heart eyes 😍 and thumbs up 👍), while others let users react with any pre-existing or custom emojis (e.g. *Slack*).
how they adapt it mostly centers on appropriation rather than explicit customization. Moreover, we review related work on mobile communication via app ecosystems.

2.1 Adapting to communication apps

People incorporate diverse technologies into their everyday communication and learn to express themselves through the means provided by software applications, which they leverage for managing impressions and maintaining relationships. Walther’s hyperpersonal model of interpersonal communication [60] proposes that, compared to face-to-face interactions, CMC grants greater control over the impressions people convey to others: people can perform selective self-presentations where they carefully edit and plan their messages before sending them, revealing select aspects of themselves while concealing facial expressions and physical appearances. Today, CMC supports a wide range of means of expression such as emojis, stickers, animated GIFs, video and audio messages, and photo decorations, which expand the range of opportunities to selectively convey impressions and express emotions. For example, people adopt emojis for augmenting messages with emotional or situated meaning, adjusting their tone and making them more engaging to the recipient [8], or even masking their true feelings [27]. Users often convey messages by simply sending an emoji or sticker [67] and may also use them for functional or strategic purposes, e.g., to “look like a nicer person” or start a conversation [29]. Moreover, people adopt GIFs to communicate emotions, cultural knowledge [38], and full-body physical expressions [56]. Since some customizations expand the available means of expression, e.g., adding custom emojis and stickers to an app, people may progressively adapt their self-presentation practices as they customize their communication apps.

CMC also enables new ways of maintaining relationships. Mobile messaging via SMS and apps, e.g., WhatsApp, opened the door to “any time, anywhere” text-based communication. This encourages people to send smaller, more mundane messages to each other throughout the day, blurring the beginning and end of conversations and creating a state of continuous connected presence [30] or dwelling [42]. Instant messengers with online status information also let people remain aware of their contacts’ routines, helping navigate availability and enhance social connections [40]. In the particular case of close relationships, communication partners “adapt their use of media to support the greater range of expression important to their relationship, as well as use multiple means of communication to support their tie.” [22]. For example, couples communicate via multiple communication apps to express their care for each other in diverse ways [9] and also switch channels to regulate conflicts [47]. To expand the range of communication media that support close relationships, researchers have explored various novel technologies that seek to increase the perceived intimacy of daily communication, for example, by sharing intimate data [3, 19–21], or conveying the effort that a person invests in communicating with another [25, 26]. By studying how people shape technology rather than how technology shapes relationship-maintenance practices, our work seeks to generate novel insights about how people leverage communication apps to mediate intimacy.

2.2 Adapting communication apps

Customization has been a widely studied topic spanning diverse domains, such as accessibility [46], software development [17], multi-player games [15, 50, 64], word processors [24, 34, 44], and task efficiency improvement [5, 16, 53]. On the other hand, most research on customizing communication apps and social media sites focus on privacy settings [51, 58, 61], rather than on the myriad of customization options for exploring more personal forms of expression.

Mackay identified triggers and barriers to customizing software in work environments. For example, people may customize software after noticing patterns of repetitive tasks, seeing an interesting customization by someone else, or wanting to retrofit changes from systems updates [32]. On the other hand, people may avoid customizing when it takes too much time or when a configuration
is too hard to modify. In the scope of mediated communication, people may have other motives and barriers to customizing their apps. For example, Oulasvirta and Blom [43] argue that, among other reasons, people customize the aesthetics of their phones to express emotion and identity in relation to others, and Zhou et al. [67] describe how users customize their stickers for shaping their self-presentation on WeChat. Our study continues in this line of research, characterizing the value of a broader range of customization options in personal ecosystems of communication apps.

People appropriate features of communication apps with their own meanings and purposes, pointing to potential opportunities for customization. For example, users vary the normative forms of emoticons to express nuanced emotions [45]: while :) means "happy", typing :))) expresses "very happy"; while T_T means "crying", typing T______T expresses "crying a lot". People reinterpret emojis based on how they look [55], neglecting their standard semantics: for some, the "grinning face with smiling eyes" emoji by Google conveys "blissfully happy", while Apple's implementation of the same emoji means "ready to fight" [36]. Moreover, people in close relationships may develop shared meanings around an emoji when it evokes an inside joke, e.g., often sending the "fish" emoji because "Fish is our nickname of each other" [63]. Beyond how people appropriate the features of communication apps to fit their need for creative expression, we are interested in how they explicitly customize their communication apps to establish personal forms of expression.

2.3 Communicating via ecosystems of communication apps

Recent work advocates shifting the focus from studies of a single communication app or social media site to ecosystems of communication platforms, to obtain a more ecological understanding of how media shapes interpersonal communication. Zhao et al. [66] argue that “as users increasingly mix and remix use of different communication platforms, focusing on only one channel may conceal important insights”. They show that people consciously regulate boundaries across the diverse social circles that “live” within each of their social media platforms to meet the nuanced social needs that a single platform could not support, e.g., posting updates to hundreds of acquaintances but also making sure that important content reaches close friends. Through the lens of Goffman’s self-presentation theory [18], they suggest that people consider diverse audiences and functionality, or technical affordances, across their entire ecosystem of social media platforms when deciding where to share particular content. DeVito et al. [12] further demonstrate the value of an ecological approach, describing how LGBTQ+ users balance content, audience and functionality across multiple social media platforms to avoid stigmatization while still expressing their identities.

While social media platforms mediate communication between one person and a broad audience, messaging apps such as WhatsApp and Messenger focus on private, one-on-one or group conversations. The studies mentioned above provide insights as to why people use multiple social media platforms but are less clear as to why people adopt multiple messaging apps. Nouwens et al. [41] show how similar applications, in terms of functionality, become unique through use as people build communication places: idiosyncratic constructs that define membership rules, emotional connotations, and perceived purposes that influence how communication happens within each app of a user’s personal ecosystem. To preserve their perceptions of how an app “feels”, they separate contacts within different apps, e.g., restricting WhatsApp for family and close friends, while using Messenger for other acquaintances. As relationships evolve, contacts may move between apps, re-shaping the definitions of each communication place in their app ecosystem. While Nouwens et al. [41] describe how the contacts in an app affect communication via other apps, Sleeper et al. [48] show that people often share the content generated in one app to the contacts and audiences of other apps. Moreover, they describe how participants preserved boundaries across apps while using multi-channel strategies for generating content with composite functionality or for reaching
multiple audiences. We adopt an ecological lens to investigate how the diverse customization options and functionality of different apps affect each other.

3 METHOD

We conducted an interview study to investigate how users customize their communication apps and inform the design of new ways of making mediated communication more personal. We are particularly interested in the role that customizations play in the way people relate to others, and how they manage the differences in the available customization options across their apps.

3.1 Participants

We recruited 15 participants (8 women, 6 men and 1 non-binary) between the ages of 22 and 32 (mean $\pm 27$) all with occupational backgrounds related to interface design (P2, P4, P8, P10) and software development (P1, P3, P5, P6, P7, P9, P11, P13, P15), except for a mental health supervisor (P12) and an accountant (P14). At the time of the study, participants lived in Argentina (5), Finland (2), France (1), Germany (3), Switzerland (1), Canada (1) and the USA (2), and originally came from China (2), Argentina (5), Canada (2), France, Sweden, Russia, Germany, Hungary and the USA. Reported operating systems include Android (11) and iOS (4). No compensation was offered for participating in the study.

We purposely looked for “extreme users” of communication apps in order to gain a richer view of the motivations, practices and problems related to customizations in the domain of CMC. In this study, we consider “extreme users” to be people that use multiple apps for their daily communication and have customized at least one of them. Prior research [6, 13, 57] indicate that, while data collected from extreme users may not be fully generalizable, it does provide rich insights that help framing new opportunities for design. In our case, we looked for experienced users that could provide insight into the extremes of the range of customization practices that may affect everyday communication and inspire designs for making mediated communication more personal.

3.2 Procedure

We recruited participants via one author’s Facebook page, asking people “What kind of customizations do you do to your communication apps?” We defined a customization as “any change to an app that makes it work differently to how it worked when it was first installed”. We invited 11 people to participate based on whether they commented on the Facebook post with customization examples beyond simple changes, e.g., creating and uploading custom emojis to Slack or changing Messenger’s emoji shortcut in different conversations. We recruited four additional participants via word-of-mouth. All but one interview were conducted online, using Skype, Hangouts or WhatsApp according to participants’ preferences. The remaining interview was conducted face-to-face.

Each interview lasted between 30 and 70 minutes. We asked participants about their latest and favorite customizations to their communication apps, how they use such customizations with their closest contacts, e.g., best friends, and how they communicate with those same contacts via other apps that may feature different customization options. We also explicitly asked about recent frustrations regarding the different customization options available across their apps.

3.3 Data collection

All interviews were audio recorded. Some participants sent us screenshots showing configuration settings or conversations that illustrated their customizations in context. We collected demographic data via an online questionnaire.
3.4 Analysis

One author conducted a thematic analysis of the interview data, first with an inductive (data-driven) and later with a deductive (question-driven) approach, as described by Braun and Clarke [4]. We analyzed the data from a constructionist perspective with a bounded relativism ontology [39]. Thus, we do not claim any absolute truths about participants’ behaviour, and the results of our analysis reflect a shared understanding of their customization practices that we constructed together during the interviews. We also acknowledge that our analysis is influenced by our own use of communication apps and our broader cultural context.

One author first compiled 356 quotes and notes from the interviews and annotated them with codes. This initial coding phase resulted in 67 codes. Some of the most common codes were “customization for enhancing expression”, “customization used for few special contacts”, “self-presentation via a particular sticker/emoji”, “negotiation over shared customization”, “breakdown” and “workaround”. Two codes, “breakdown” and “workaround”, were not consistently related to customizations but offered novel insights into how users managed the diverse means of expression available across their app ecosystems. We agreed to broaden our initial scope and re-coded the quotes and notes annotated as “breakdown” or “workaround” to better understand users’ struggles around their preferred forms of expression (Vitale et al. [59] report a similar analysis approach.) After iterative discussions within the research team, we group the final set of codes into ten categories, organized into three themes.

We compiled the list of all reported customizations, shown in Figure 4 (Appendix A). We avoid reporting counts for stories related to specific customizations, since our methods focus on characterizing customization practices and their role in mediated communication rather than obtaining statistics about patterns of behaviour.

The next section presents a taxonomy of customization options in communication apps which serves to contextualize and interpret our findings. We then describe the value of customizations in mobile communication under three themes: how participants leveraged their customizations to develop personal forms of expression across their apps, the breakdowns that prevented them from expressing themselves as they preferred, and the workarounds they established so they could express themselves as desired, despite these barriers.

4 TAXONOMY OF CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS IN MOBILE COMMUNICATION APPS

We created a taxonomy of customization options in communication apps to capture the key factors that influence the social dynamics between users connected via the same app. This helps contextualize the study results and helps us analyze how different types of customizations support users’ personal forms of expression. The taxonomy describes customization options according to: Visibility—whether they are visible to others; Ownership—whether the user alone or other contacts control them; and Scope—whether they are applicable at the app, conversation, or ecosystem level.

4.1 Visibility

The results of customizing a communication app may be visible to the user’s contacts or not.

Private customization options are only visible to the user who made them. For example, the user’s contacts will not be aware of changes the user makes to WhatsApp’s notification sound.

Social customization options are visible to the user and their contacts, which lets contacts react to and act upon the user’s customizations. For example, if a user adds a new sticker pack to Telegram and sends one in a conversation, the recipient will see it and be able to add it to their own sticker collection.
4.2 Ownership

When two or more users communicate via the same app, each may retain individual ownership over specific customization settings, or share ownership with other users to control the settings of a customization option in a collaborative way.

**Individual** customization options offer exclusive control to the user who made the customization (the most common type of Ownership). For example, two *Messenger* users can customize their sticker collections by adding sticker packs they like, and each user will have independent control over their own collection.

**Shared** customization options give shared control to two or more users. For example, any two *Messenger* users can change the emoji shortcut at the bottom of their conversation (by default, Facebook’s blue thumbs up) for a different emoji. Both will then have access to the new emoji shortcut and may modify it at will. **Shared** customization options always have **Social** visibility but **not all Social** customization options are **Shared**—most customization options that are mutually visible rarely allow mutual control. Figure 4 in Appendix A shows that most of the currently available **Social** customization options feature **Individual** ownership.

4.3 Scope

The results of a customization may affect only particular conversations, the whole app, or any conversation in a user’s ecosystem of communication apps.

**App** customization options are settings that affect the app itself and may globally affect all conversations with the contacts in that app. For example, changing the background image in *Telegram* will result in the same background for all conversations.

**Conversation** customization options affect only the conversation with one or many contacts. For example, unlike in *Telegram*, *WeChat* users can set a different background image for each individual contact or group chat.

**Ecosystem** customization options exceed the scope of any single app and have the potential to affect conversations from multiple apps. These are not customizations to communication apps per se, but enrich the means of expression that users can access in their conversations within apps. For example, installing the *Tenor Keyboard* on their phone lets users search for animated GIFs from within the soft keyboard and send them via any app.

4.4 Differences in customization options across communication apps

We compiled a list of 22 customization options across 9 apps and categorized them according to their Visibility, Ownership and Scope. The full list is available in Appendix A.

Some customization options are app-exclusive or only available in very few apps (Figure 1), such as changing the emoji shortcut (*Messenger*) or adding a custom emoji (*Slack, HipChat, Flowdock*, all apps for workplaces). Others are available in multiple apps but work in different ways. Figure 2 shows a subset of the reported customization options to illustrate how different apps assign them a different Visibility, Ownership or Scope. For example, while changing the conversation background affects all conversations in *WhatsApp* and *Telegram* (**App scope**), *WeChat* users can also choose different backgrounds for specific conversations (**Conversation scope**). Another example is changing a contact’s nickname: while *WeChat* allows users to set custom nicknames for their contacts throughout the app (**Private** visibility, **Individual** ownership, **App** scope), *Messenger* allows users and their contacts to change each other’s nicknames in the context of each conversation they join (**Social** visibility, **Shared** ownership, **Conversation** scope).

---

2 Soft keyboards (or software keyboards) are digital representations of a keyboard to enable on-screen text input without the need of a physical keyboard.
Fig. 1. Reported customizations options and which apps support them. We include only customization options with Conversation and App scope since Ecosystem customizations are found on soft keyboards, not within apps.

Fig. 2. Subset of reported customization options and apps, categorized by Visibility, Ownership and Scope. Grey cells highlight differences across apps. (See Appendix A for the complete list.)

Next, we refer to our taxonomy of customization options to indicate how different levels of Visibility, Ownership or Scope support diverse personal expressions. Moreover, we discuss the implications of the varying availability and taxonomy levels of customization options across apps.
5 CUSTOMIZATION PRACTICES IN COMMUNICATION APPS

Participants customized their communication apps to express aspects of their identities (e.g., interests, physical traits), intimate bonds within close relationships (e.g., inside jokes, shared activities), and organizational culture within work teams (e.g., norms around gender-neutral language). They expressed aspects of their identities primarily through INDIVIDUAL customization options with APP scope and SOCIAL visibility. SHARED customization options with CONVERSATION scope mostly supported expressions of intimate bonds within close relationships, and SHARED customization options with APP scope supported the expression of organizational culture.

5.1 Expressing identity

SOCIAL customizations of INDIVIDUAL ownership enabled participants to express aspects of their identities within and outside conversations. For example, P15 liked sending stickers of “ALF” (Figure 3a) in response to messages on Telegram because his friends call him that and he identifies with the lovable, funny personality of the character. P6 preferred using stickers of the US-based singer Britney Spears rather than emoji on Telegram, reinforcing her image as a devoted fan. And P11 added a custom Nyan cat emoji (Figure 3b) to one of her Slack teams to decorate her nickname: “I wanted it next to my name and there was no Nyan cat emoji. I like cats and I like Nyan cats, and it’s very me”.

Customizations also let participants express different identities to different social circles within the same app, similar to how people manage impressions in face-to-face encounters [18] or how they select stickers and emojis based on the receiver [67]. For example, P9 installed a sticker pack in Messenger featuring a cartoon of a deer, but only used them with close friends; for the rest, he kept a more sober image by using the default “yellow face stickers”. P11 decorated her nickname with a Nyan cat in one of her Slack teams, but chose a different emoji for her work team. Since changing her own nickname is an APP customization and Slack treats teams as separate apps, she was able to present herself in different ways to different groups of people:

I have like three big balloons in my hand [in the profile picture for the Slack work team], so I have the balloon emoji [🎈] next to my name. I thought of adding it [the Nyan cat] to my work team as well, but they like that I have the balloon emoji, because I’m somehow the balloon person on Slack. (P11)

5.2 Expressing intimate bonds within close relationships

Customizations helped participants express and reinforce intimacy within close relationships. Participants shared certain APP-scoped customizations with only the few contacts who found them meaningful. For example, P2 said that before graduating, she took many embarrassing pictures with her classmates, which they turned into custom stickers in WeChat and use only among themselves: “For one or two weeks, our group chat was full of everybody’s ugly faces. I still have some of those emojis, but I’d use them specifically in the group of my bachelor’s friends”.

SHARED customizations with CONVERSATION scope played an important role in creating shared forms of expression with special contacts. This type of customization option invited participants to reflect upon what makes their relationships unique and customize their conversations accordingly. For example, P4 changed the Messenger emoji shortcut to a bike emoji 🚴 with one of her best friends. This became a special code between them: “We both bike and we talk about bikes a lot, so I put a bike there. When you don’t have anything to say or it’s an obvious answer, you just send a bike.”

P12 changed his Messenger emoji shortcut for a friend, facilitating a make-believe conversation style unique to them: “With my friend [name], the emoji for our conversation is this [the “pouting” emoji 😐] and we send it as big as we can when you hold it down. It’s more like we just pretend to be...”
Fig. 3. Custom stickers or emojis that participants used to express their identities (images do not show real screenshots from participants to preserve their anonymity). (a) Stickers from the 1980s sitcom “ALF” on Telegram used by P15 because his friends call him “Alf” and he identifies with the character. (b) Custom Nyan cat emoji (a popular Internet meme) next to P11’s name in one of her Slack teams. (c) Pokémon “Squirtle” wearing sunglasses (another popular Internet meme) is P5’s signature sticker and custom emoji in all of her apps, sent as an image on WhatsApp. (d) Bitmoji stickers in the GBoard keyboard, personalized with an avatar that resembles P13’s physical appearance, used across all his apps.

“angry about things and our conversation revolves around that a lot”. P3 described how, together with a close friend, they customize each other’s nicknames on Messenger to reflect their inside jokes:

We change each other’s Facebook [Messenger] names often. So I’m Costco artisanal bread because one day I was buying this bread and it was really good, so I sent him a picture “Look at this bread! It’s... artisanal! But it’s from Costco...! And it’s so good”. I changed his to Innovator because he always like... makes this very stupid jokes, like “I’m so innovative! Disruption!” and stuff. So I think nicknames above anything is a sign of higher intimacy, because it deals directly with the person’s identity. (P3)

Customizing an individual conversation also reflected and increased feelings of connectedness, distinguishing one special contact from the rest: “I like changing the chat color and the default emoji, it’s like a sign of closeness and intimacy. Like, here are my actual friends, people I talk to on a regular basis. It creates a differentiation from the default blue, the default [Facebook] Like thing” (P9). Customizations may increase feelings of connectedness especially when they represent the participant’s intimate knowledge of each other or the nature of the relationship:

I changed the conversation to green [in Messenger] with my husband because he likes green. I also changed the thumbs up [emoji shortcut] for a kiss. I open the conversation with him, I see the emoji with a kiss and... every time I see it, it makes me feel good, makes me feel connected to him. (P7)

5.3 Expressing organizational culture

Customizations helped work teams develop a communication culture. Slack treats customization options such as adding a custom emoji or a chatbot as shared customizations with app scope, which means that all contacts within a Slack team can use and change them.
For example, custom emojis added by one person can later be adopted by others, so everyone can contribute to the team’s communication culture:

One of the GIFs I made was a sheep. Its head would disappear, and then it’d show the head of a bear. This comes from a popular phrase in Finnish culture, "a wolf in sheep’s clothes", and the bear is like the mascot of the local cheap beer, which is the beer that we usually had at the office. It was surprising to see that other employees loved it so much that they used it to react to negative news, surprises, and a lot of things. It was very good for the social culture inside the office. (P1)

Customizing the Slackbot—Slack’s default chatbot that reacts to a list of customizable words and phrases—also offered opportunities for influencing the culture within the team. For example, P11 and some colleagues customized the Slackbot for encouraging a more gender-inclusive language in the office, which triggered a debate and brought awareness to the issue:

There was this conversation about... should you call people guys? Or is that non-inclusive? Should we add this bot to say “guys is not gender neutral” or “you should just say people”? And then people who hadn’t been at that conversation got a bit strange when it got triggered to them. So that started a conversation: should we have this for everybody or not, because not everyone feels excluded if you say guys. But others were like “oh! I never thought about that, thanks so much for pointing it out”. (P11)

5.4 Maintaining consistent expression across communication apps

Some participants felt particularly attached to customizations that expressed their identity, motivating them to adapt each of their apps to support them by reproducing App-scoped customizations. For example, the “Squirtle with sunglasses” (Figure 3c) was P5’s signature emoji/sticker, which she used in all her apps instead of the regular sunglasses emoji: she added a sticker pack of Pokémon in Telegram and added a custom emoji in Slack to use it in reactions, and also kept an image on her phone’s media to send it via WhatsApp. Customizations scoped to the entire Ecosystem of apps helped maintain cross-app identity expressions without having to adapt each app separately. For example, P13 added Bitmoji stickers (Figure 3d) to GBoard (Google’s soft keyboard) to customize his stickers once and send them via any app.

Participants also maintained consistent expressions of intimate bonds with others by reproducing customizations with Conversation scope. For example, P11 had a group chat on Messenger and on Instagram integrating the same people, and she customized the title of both groups to be the same. P13, who talked with his friends from work via WhatsApp, Telegram and Slack depending on the purpose of the communication, imported some custom stickers with pictures of themselves from Telegram to WhatsApp as soon as WhatsApp added support for stickers (November 2018).

In summary, we found that participants customized their communication apps’ to express aspects of their identities, intimate bonds within close relationships, and organizational culture. Beyond this, they also reproduced customizations across multiple apps to maintain consistent expressions of their identities and intimate bonds with others across their entire app ecosystems.

6 EXPRESSION BREAKDOWNS IN ECOSYSTEMS OF COMMUNICATION APPS

Many participants were frustrated by their inability to preserve their carefully crafted forms of expression across their ecosystems of apps. As they all used multiple apps to communicate, they often missed the customizations they did to an app when using another. We call such episodes expression breakdowns: frustrations around barriers to users’ personal forms of expression, which often manifest as unmet expectations about the means of expression that an app should support. Expression breakdowns shift a person’s focus of attention from their communication to the app.
limitations that prevent them from expressing themselves as they want—similar to how technical breakdowns shift the focus from a task to the workings of the technology [62]. The main sources of expression breakdowns centered around app-exclusive customization options and different levels of Visibility, Ownership and Scope between apps, as well as other non-customizable means of expression such as app-exclusive stickers.

### 6.1 App-exclusive customization options

Breakdowns around identity expression related primarily to apps lacking (custom) stickers. For example, P6 missed her Britney Spears stickers from Telegram when talking to her friends in WhatsApp, similar to P15 and his “ALF” stickers.

The uneven support for stickers across apps also prevented expressions of intimate bonds and shared interests with others:

> I have a lot of doggy emojis [stickers] in WeChat. And I’m so used to them. Sometimes when I chat on WhatsApp or Messenger and I talk with friends, and I know they also like dogs, I’m like “Oh, I wish I could just... like, switch apps” (P2).

Customized contact nicknames helps distinguish close relationships from other contacts, but only some apps support this. P12 added prefixes to his contacts’ nicknames in Snapchat to create ad-hoc categories of people. He explained that he has many contacts in both Snapchat and Instagram and prefers sending private messages to broadcasting content to everybody. Adding prefixes to people’s names helps him find his closest contacts faster. Instagram does not support changing contacts’ nicknames, which discourages him from sending private messages on Instagram—a more intimate way of communicating than broadcasting content:

> I use Snapchat to send [pictures] to a ton of different people so like I actually put letters in front of everybody’s name so that they’re organized by group, and then if I’m gonna send it to family I just go to F and then click everybody. Or like triple A is the people I send things to all the time, one singular A is like my best best friends. (...) I can’t make those categories that I make in Snapchat on Instagram and it’s extremely frustrating, it would make life a lot easier. That’s why I don’t send things [via private messages] commonly through Instagram, because I haven’t been able to organize it that way.

Some participants complained about app-exclusive customizations that enhance usability rather than expression, such as changing the color theme of an app to a dark mode: “Telegram has it [night mode theme] and for me it’s vital, I have sight issues. I figured, if Telegram has it, WhatsApp will have it” (P5). We believe that such customizations may still influence users’ preferences of where to initiate conversations and degrade the experience when communicating via other apps.

### 6.2 Customization options with design differences across apps

Differences in the design of a customization option can discourage participants from reproducing customizations across apps, especially when they prevent cross-app expressions of bonds within close relationships. For example, P9 changed the color of the chat bubbles in conversations with close friends in Messenger because it felt more personal that way: “It has a personal touch, like when you change the tone of your voice or change your mood. I think it’s a way of translating that to text communication. That intimate feeling... as if you were interacting physically with a person.” However, he felt it was not worth it to change conversation backgrounds in WhatsApp or Telegram: “I was quite disappointed, I thought it was actually conversation based, so it’s not very interesting”.

---

3WhatsApp had no support for stickers until late 2018.
Moreover, differences in the Scope of notification settings can interfere with prioritizing messages from specific contacts such as friends and romantic partners:

In WhatsApp you can change notification settings, I wish I had that on Messenger. When I was an intern at [company] we had a personal group in WhatsApp. I set the notification light to blue, then I knew it was somebody on that group that was trying to reach me. Or if it’s someone you’re dating, you want to know how fast it needs replying. How much of my attention I should bring to it. (P11)

In such cases, participants felt that customization options with CONVERSATION rather than APP scope are worth customizing for expressing different bonds with different people. Others referred to the Ownership of the customization option rather than its Scope, for example, preferring customization options with SHARED rather than INDIVIDUAL ownership for expressing connection with someone else:

I know that in WeChat you can change the chatting background with someone specifically, I think it’s even more like... creating a room. But I didn’t do it. I guess I don’t feel the need. It’s something difficult to share. I noticed that on Messenger one friend changed the bubbles to green, so... that was a surprise and it’s also actually nice because when I’m chatting with him it’s different, like a new app. But that was his change, and it also affected my interface. It feels like talking to him it’s something very special, like a customized chatting room with him. (P2)

Note that these preferences vary greatly across participants. For example, P5 was glad that Telegram’s background images were PRIVATE customization options of INDIVIDUAL ownership, because her boyfriend used a picture of their dog as their conversation background but she preferred the default: “It drives me crazy... having a picture with my texts feels like a 90s thing”.

Other expression breakdowns involve stickers that are “trapped” in one app and cannot be used in others, even if those apps support stickers. Most such apps let users install sticker packs only from their own sticker stores, leading to expression breakdowns related app-exclusive sticker packs. For example, some participants restricted their use of stickers to the apps that offer those they identify with: “I use stickers on Telegram but not on Messenger. I don’t know who creates the stickers for Messenger but I don’t like how they look. On Messenger they’re like smileys from cartoons. On Telegram it’s different, for example Angela Merkel or Putin” (P7).

Finally, some app’s usability problems discourage participants from reproducing customizations across apps. In the worst cases, participants avoided usability issues and were thus unable to express their identities and intimate relationships as they would have liked. For example, when WhatsApp added support for stickers, P13 tried transferring stickers of himself and his colleagues from Telegram; however, this required too much effort so he only migrated a few: “The best you can do on WhatsApp for sharing stickers is sending one by one, and the other person has to add one by one. We migrated maybe 3, 4 stickers but it’s a pain, so we stopped”. P4 used the Bitmoji soft keyboard (which provided cross-app access to her Bitmojis) only with special contacts, since she felt it supported “a different level of connection”. However, she stopped using it on WhatsApp:

It became really annoying because every time you send a sticker or someone sends you a sticker it gets saved on the phone, on the conversation’s media. I think that’s one of the main reasons I didn’t use it anymore. (P4)

6.3 App-exclusive means of expression

Beyond customizations, participants also experience expression breakdowns around means of expression that, despite not being customizable, help communicating in more personal ways, e.g., emojis, reactions, and audio messages. Some developed habits of expression around app-exclusive
features and felt frustrated when they had to adapt their expression to the limitations of each app. For example, many missed Slack’s reactions in other apps: “Reactions are very powerful because you don’t break the communication. I’d like reactions on Telegram, and WhatsApp too” (P6). While Messenger and iMessage also support reactions, Slack allows users to react to messages with their own custom emojis. P1 used to create custom emojis for Slack but stopped doing so when he changed jobs and switched to Flowdock (another app for teams), only because he could not use them as reactions: “Flowdock allows you to add your own emoji, but it doesn’t really encourage me to do it. It doesn’t have reactions like Slack, so emojis only appear in the line of your message”.

One participant adopted a strategy in which he restricted his forms of expression to the most common features across apps. However, he still struggled with unmet expectations about what every app in his ecosystem should support:

> I feel that when I want to send a thing, I think in terms of an image, a GIF, an audio... which fits in any of the applications. I usually mold my mind to express myself in one of those things I know I can do. And I find particularly bothersome when I want to send an audio via Hangouts [which lacks support for audio messages]. I hate it when somebody from work talks to me via Hangouts and I’m walking on the street. I want to reply with an audio. (P15)

Many participants miss particular emojis during a conversation, even though all apps support emojis. This occurs when two apps visually represent emojis in different ways i.e., the same Unicode character shows different pictograms. Although all emoji implementations try to preserve the same semantics, users may assign their own meaning to an emoji based on how it looks [27], and sometimes re-purpose them to convey secret codes with close friends or romantic partners [63]. Thus, different emoji representations may prevent consistent forms of expression within close relationships across apps. For example, P12, whose conversations with a close friend revolved a lot around the “pouting” emoji 😞 on Messenger, explained that he gave up the joke on Instagram where the emoji looks different: “I don’t use it much on Instagram because it’s that faded yellow to red 😞 instead of the foam red face. I want it to be red” (P12). P14 had become very attached to the “raising hands” emoji 🙌 on WhatsApp after a painful breakup, but could not find it on Instagram. She explained that, to her, the yellow hands and the “tiny sparks” signified hope and encouragement and they had become one of her most used emojis, especially in conversations with a friend that helped her overcome the breakup:

> When I chat on Instagram I can’t use emojis that I’m deeply attached to. For example, the “little hands” [i.e., raising hands emoji 🙌], even if I copy paste it from WhatsApp, it looks different [a person raising their arms 🙌].

Participants also complained about differences not only between their own apps but also between their apps and their closest communication partners. Some apps use the operating system’s emoji implementation rather than their own, so an iPhone user chatting with an Android user may see different representations for the emojis they send to each other [37]. P1 explained that after an update, his emojis on WhatsApp changed but his girlfriend’s did not. He felt the new emojis expressed different emotions than the earlier ones and described how he wanted to customize his set of emojis to fix the problem:

> I would change the emoji back to the old ones if I could, but I wouldn’t use any custom ones that only I can see, since then I wouldn’t be sharing the experience with her - it would be different. So now I still send her some of the affection related emojis like in the old days sometimes, but it’s mainly for her benefit. (P1)
In summary, participants experience diverse expression breakdowns when trying to express their identities and intimate bonds with others in consistent ways across apps. The key reasons include: app-exclusive customization options, customization options with design differences across apps, and app-exclusive means of expression.

7 WORKAROUNDS TO EXPRESSION BREAKDOWNS

To overcome expression breakdowns, participants sought workarounds that let them maintain some of their personal forms of expression consistently across apps. Some workarounds involve finding alternative means of expression within the current app, whereas others rely on the means of expression and customizations of other apps. Participants’ arduous, inventive workarounds illustrate how important it was for them to preserve personal forms of expression across their entire ecosystems of communication apps.

7.1 Selecting alternative means of expression within the current app

Some participants opted for finding a compromise between the ideal forms of expression for a conversation and what they could convey with the available features in the current app. A recurrent workaround for Telegram users who enjoyed sending stickers was to send similar GIFs on WhatsApp. For example, P6 described how she regrets being unable to use her Britney Spears stickers on WhatsApp: “I tell my friends “C’mon! Let’s move to Telegram [i.e., abandon WhatsApp for good] so I can send you stickers... really!” So I send them GIFs”. However, some felt that searching for GIFs was less practical than accessing their sticker collection. P2 explained that when she lacks access to her shiba dog stickers she considers searching for equivalent GIFs. However, this requires additional effort because apps only support search functions for GIFs and users cannot save them for future use, which discouraged P2 from sending GIFs to substitute her shiba dog stickers. P6 experienced the same problem but found a way of collecting her favorite GIFs: “I have a repository of GIFs [in my phone’s media library] that I always use because I don’t want to be searching”. These examples further illustrate participants’ idiosyncratic expression styles: their goal was not simply to decorate their messages with any stickers or GIFs, but to consistently use those that best represented them.

Other workarounds attempted to reproduce the representation of an intimate bond with a specific contact from one app in another:

I added an air horn emoji [to Slack]. This is because [Bob, a colleague] and I are very good friends too, and talk half on Messenger, half on Slack. Sometimes in conversations with [Bob] I air-horn-react to the stupid memes he sends on Slack, but I also remember sending him an image of an air horn or an MP3 of the air horn sound on Messenger. (P3)

7.2 Moving conversations to another app

Participants sometimes failed to find alternate forms of expression within their current app and decided to move the conversation to an app that better suited their needs:

I have one of my closest friend who I talk with all the time, and we both use the little hands [“raising hands” emoji 🙌] a lot. So everytime we start talking on Instagram, we continue on [move to] WhatsApp, just for the silly reason of [using] the little hands.

Unfortunately, this workaround means the loss of the initial conversation’s context, which discouraged many participants. For example, P5 was fond of a Telegram bot that creates polls in a group conversation and easily collects votes. However, she avoided switching apps when she had to negotiate decisions in other apps without the feature:

A couple of times we had to decide something on Slack but didn’t have polls. But we prefer to stay in Slack and just list the options and say ”I like this, I like that”. It’s a
bit chaotic, but I don’t want to go to another application outside of where I am. The context switch is a waste of time, and when we have a situation where we have to vote, it’s something we want to settle quick. (P5)

7.3 Obtaining expressive media and generating content outside the current app

A few participants invented clever, if arduous, ways to leverage exclusive features from one app to use them in another. They considered the customizations and means of expression available across their entire communication apps ecosystem when composing messages.

Some participants took a screenshot of a sticker in one app, cropped it to fit the sticker, and then sent it via another app. For example, P9 took a screenshot of one of his deer stickers in Messenger for sending it as an image on WhatsApp, although only “once or twice because it takes too much work”. P15 found a more efficient approach and installed a Telegram chatbot to convert his stickers to images to be able to send them via WhatsApp:

If I’m in the need, I use a Telegram bot called “sticker downloader” which converts stickers to images and lets me send the sticker via WhatsApp. For example, one time the sticker I wanted to share was a sticker that someone had put in a sticker collection specific to my University, which had inside jokes fun to share. (P15)

Beyond stickers, some participants went out of their way to switch apps to access a particular function, generate message content, save it as a file, then send it via the current conversation app:

Snapchat seems to integrate them [Bitmoji stickers] really well. So because the other apps don’t really let me put a Bitmoji on a picture and I want that, if I’m sending it to somebody through Instagram who doesn’t use Snapchat, then I’ll use Snapchat, put the Bitmoji on the picture, save that, then upload it to the other app. (P12)

Such efforts were sometimes dedicated to a special person. P12 had recently applied a similar workaround to send a Bitmoji-decorated picture to a close friend on WhatsApp. His friend no longer used Snapchat but P12 still had access to “her dead account” which he used for generating decorated pictures with Friendmojis—Bitmoji stickers of the user and their friend’s avatars together. Note that WhatsApp and Instagram offer functionality for decorating pictures with stickers, but only Snapchat supports picture decorations with the user’s customized Bitmojis.

Participants also accessed features from other apps to suit individual expression needs. For example, P13 and his colleagues had created a custom chatbot on Slack to generate an image of a meme with a custom text: when sending a phrase to the bot, it would reply with a meme featuring that phrase with all vowels replaced by the letter “i”. They used it for when people complained about unimportant things. During a conversation on WhatsApp with a friend from outside work, P13 saw a great opportunity to use that meme: “This guy complained because he cannot see WhatsApp stickers on his smartwatch. I mean, that was THE use case for the [meme chatbot], so I took the trouble of going to Slack, [generate a meme with with the chatbot based on my friend’s message], send the image to myself, and then send it on WhatsApp”. P12 applied a similar workaround, not for compensating missing functionality in one app, but to access his preferred “flavour” of a feature:

“Rewind” [a video effect for making videos that play backwards] works better on Instagram, so sometimes I’ll do that [post a Rewind video on Instagram], but usually save it and put it on Snapchat. (P12)

8 DISCUSSION

We conducted an interview study to inform the design of more personalized mediated communication, guided by the following research questions: 1) What customizations do people make to their communication apps, and how can we characterize them so as to inform design? 2) What value do
people place on the diverse customization options available throughout their personal ecosystems of communication apps? To obtain rich insights into diverse customizations, we interviewed 15 “extreme users” that used multiple apps for their everyday communication and customized at least one of them.

We identified 22 customization options from nine different apps that participants leveraged for expressions of identity, organizational culture and intimate bonds within close relationships. We characterized their customization practices by creating a taxonomy of customization options in communication apps. Next, we discuss the implications of diverse intersections of our taxonomy for CMC for maintaining relationships online. We also discuss how the customizations to one app may influence how users express themselves via other apps, contributing to our understanding of ecosystems of communication apps.

8.1 Customizing as a relationship maintenance practice

Our findings offer rich evidence of how customizations can play an important role in maintaining relationships, mainly by granting more control over self-presentation strategies and offering opportunities for expressing and reinforcing intimacy within close relationships. As reviewed in Section 2.3, previous studies on ecosystems of communication platforms report that balancing content and audience are key parameters in people’s self-presentation strategies: they inform what to share on each platform in order to manage different impressions within different social circles [12, 41, 48, 54, 66]. Here, in addition to content and audience, participants leverage customizations to embed aspects of their identities and relationships into the apps themselves, turning them into more intimate places for communication and enabling more personal self-presentation strategies.

We introduce a taxonomy of customization options to capture design axes that may affect interpersonal communication: Visibility determines whether a customization option is private or visible to the user’s contacts; Scope defines whether it affects a single conversation, an entire app or communication across multiple apps; and Ownership defines whether control over settings is restricted to the user or shared with their contacts. Each axis suggests implications for maintaining online relationships.

The Visibility of a customization option determines whether it plays an active role in interpersonal communication. Customization options with Private visibility allow participants to discreetly organize and prioritize their contacts (e.g., P12 renaming contacts on Snapchat for categorizing them into separate audiences), as well as tweak their apps for practical purposes not directly linked to communication, e.g., P6 setting a dark theme on Telegram to take care of her eyes. By contrast, participants use customization options with Social visibility to express their identities and manage impressions, e.g., P15 sending “ALF” stickers as a reference to his name, but also to convey a funny, lovable personality.

The Scope of a customization option (Conversation, App, Ecosystem) influences which audience the user considers when customizing, especially when featuring Social visibility. Customization options scoped to a Conversation usually evoke aspects of a particular relationship, e.g., P7 changing the color of the chat bubbles to his husband’s favorite color, while those scoped to an entire App relate to expressions of identity that the user wanted to convey to all contacts hosted in that app, e.g., P11 adding the balloon emoji to her nickname on Slack. Customizations to soft keyboards let users affect any app in their Ecosystem, and mostly support expressions of identity that the user considers relevant to different audiences across apps, as well as towards contacts that span many apps, e.g., P13 using Bitmoji on GBoard to send stickers featuring an avatar of himself across all of his apps.
The Ownership of a customization option (INDIVIDUAL, SHARED) determines its ability to express the identity of an individual or the shared bonds that identify a dyad or group. INDIVIDUAL customization options support nuanced control over the impressions participants want to convey to others, while SHARED ones invite all communication partners in a conversation to collaboratively express intimate bonds that flag their relationship, rendering the customization an intimate communication act in itself.

Some of the most interesting insights appear at the intersections of these axes. Our data suggest that different combinations of Visibility, Scope and Ownership support diverse relationship maintenance practices. For example, customization options with SHARED ownership and CONVERSATION scope, which are always SOCIAL, invited participants to dedicate customizations to particular people. They selected these customization options only for their closest contacts, which some treated as a indication of greater intimacy, e.g., P9 changing Messenger’s chat-bubbles color only for his actual friends. When ownership was SHARED, participants collaborated with their closest contacts to add meaning to their customizations, decorating their conversation space to reflect the elements that made their relationship special. Wiseman and Gould [63] describes how people in close relationships often change the meaning of particular emojis to express their “micro cultures”, e.g., shared understandings, inside jokes. Here, participants materialized their “micro cultures” into customizations they co-owned with their closest contacts. Embedding inside jokes into nicknames (P3) or turning the shared love for biking in an emoji shortcut (P4) resulted in persistent symbols that reflected and reinforced the intimacy of the relationship. These insights invite us to revisit the notions of “connected” presence [30] and dwelling in messaging apps [42]: people in close relationships not only reaffirm their connection by exchanging small but frequent messages throughout the day, but also by customizing and embedding reminders of their intimate bonds into the apps that mediate their everyday communication.

When the scope of a SHARED customization option is applied to the whole APP and not a single CONVERSATION, as with Slack, customizations help represent and build group culture rather than express bonds within close relationships. Creating custom emojis based on the workplace culture, e.g., P1’s emojis featuring the company’s mascot, expanded the emoji vocabulary available to all team members, reinforcing a sense of group identity every time somebody used it in a message or as a reaction. The slackbot also invited team members to collaboratively materialize inside jokes or social norms into automated word-triggered messages, e.g., P11’s “should you call people guys?” customization. Nouwens et al. [41] propose that a user’s experiences with the contacts in an app shape how the user perceives its “placeness”, which in turn influences their future actions and experiences in that app. Here, we show how participants and their colleagues made this “placeness” explicit in the tools that mediate their everyday communication, promoting a communication style that fits their group culture.

The intersection of SOCIAL customization options with APP scope and INDIVIDUAL ownership allows for nuanced self-presentation strategies. Participants leveraged customizations to profile elements that were always visible, e.g., P5’s pokémon emoji next to her Slack nickname, to convey a particular impression to the audience (all contacts) in a particular app, similar to how people tailor social media content to the perceived audiences in different platforms [12, 35, 66]. On the other hand, a stickers only becomes visible when the user decides to send it, serving as rich material for selective self-presentation to others during a conversation [60], by carefully choosing which sticker to send, to whom and when.

Finally, participants leveraged ECO SYSTEM-scoped customization options to selectively self-present to contacts from multiple apps, e.g., P13 using Bitmoji stickers via the GBoard keyboard across his communication apps and e-mail. While people often separate contacts in different apps and preserve distinct communication styles [41], our data suggests that they may also want to
keep consistent forms of identity expressions across apps. We believe that Ecosystem-scoped customizations of this kind deserve in-depth studies in the future, as they promote expressions of identity that go beyond those possible in each individual app. Moreover, we believe that people may also value cross-app access to their personal forms of expression for their self-presentation in social media, where existing research focuses primarily on how self-presentation varies across platforms [54] rather than on users’ efforts to express themselves consistently.

### 8.2 Transferring habits of expression between communication apps

An unexpected but important finding is the users’ diverse efforts in maintaining consistent forms of expression across multiple apps. We call this phenomenon *transfer of habits of expression* within ecosystems of communication apps. We next explore this phenomenon through the lens of co-adaptation [33] and discuss our contributions to theories of CMC and software customization.

Combining insights from the literature and our study suggest that people co-adapt their expression according to the capabilities and limitations of each app that mediates their communication. When they co-adapt to a particular app, they *learn* to express themselves in terms its functionality, e.g., reacting to a message with a GIF [23], and they *appropriate* these features with their own meanings and purposes, e.g., repurposing emojis within close relationships [63]. Our data show that people with strong needs for expression may also explicitly *customize* a communication app to enable more nuanced, personal ways of maintaining relationships online. As they *learn* to use, *appropriate* and *customize* a communication app, they nurture habits of expression based on both the available functionality and their own modifications to it, e.g., P5 expressing emotions with Britney Spears stickers, not just *any* sticker.

When looking at how participants co-adapt multiple communication apps in parallel, we see that the habits of expression nurtured in one app *transfer* to others. We see evidence of this in three ways:

- **First**, as described in Section 5.4, some participants customized an app to enable forms of expression they acquired from other apps, e.g., P5’s different versions of the Squirtle pokémon across apps. Others made Ecosystem-scoped customizations to soft keyboards to let them access personal sticker collections from within any of their apps.

- **Second**, when customization was impossible, participants experienced *expression breakdowns*: frustrations related to their inability to express themselves in ways they learned from another app. Participants complained about app-exclusive customizations and other means of expression, such as particular sticker packs that they missed when communicating via other apps, even when those apps were for different contacts and purposes.

- **Third**, some participants discovered inventive, effortful workarounds to recreate means of expression from one app into a conversation, by using one app to generate and export content and sending it via another app so as to express themselves in their preferred way, e.g., P9 taking a screenshot of a sticker on Messenger to send it via WhatsApp, P12 decorating a picture with Bitmoji on Snapchat to send it via Instagram. Other workarounds involved moving the conversation to the app with the preferred means of expression, or settling for the available means of expression that evoked a preferred one from another app.

These insights contribute to the ongoing discussion of how communication apps and social media platforms in an ecosystem affect each other [10–12, 41, 48, 66]. As mentioned in Section 2.3, recent research argues in favor of studying personal ecosystems of communication platforms rather than focusing on particular ones, showing how the contacts in one app may influence communication patterns in other apps [41]; how content shared with audiences in one app often comes from other apps [48]; and how people consider the entire set of *affordances* in their ecosystems of social media platforms when deciding what to share with whom [66]. Our work contributes new evidence about
how individual apps shape communication via other apps: the habits of expression nurtured in one may transfer to others, thus affecting how people learn, appropriate and customize the diverse communication apps in their ecosystems. As people adopt more communication apps, they may develop new habits of expression that re-shape the way they express themselves in their other apps. This implies that the self-presentation and relationship maintenance practices a person performs in one app may not only be influenced by the contacts and functionality within that app, but by how they express their identities and intimate bonds with others in other apps as well.

Our findings also suggest new triggers and drivers for software customization in the context of CMC. When customizing their communication apps, participants were not trying to perform tasks more efficiently or avoid repetitive actions [32]. Instead, they customized to enable more personal forms of expression which they leveraged for self-presentation and relationship maintenance purposes. Moreover, participants’ expectations and efforts related to transferring habits of expression between apps suggest that the way they co-adapted one app shaped how they co-adapted others, i.e., how they learned to use them, e.g., P15 assuming that if one app supports audio messages, others would as well; how they appropriated them for idiosyncratic uses, e.g., P12 using Snapchat as a content-generating app rather than a communication channel; and how they customized them, e.g., P13 installing stickers from Telegram in WhatsApp.

Our work also contributes to our understanding of how people perceive and manage the socio-technical gap in their ecosystems of communication apps. Ackerman [1] presents the socio-technical gap as a central challenge for the CSCW community, defining it as "what we know we must support socially and what we can support technically". He argues that human activity is fluid, nuanced and contextualized, but that technology lacks the flexibility required by social life. Zhao et al. [66] proposed that people adopt multiple social media platforms in an attempt to close the socio-technical gap in their ecosystems of social media platforms, enabling more nuanced strategies for maintaining the boundaries between different audiences and having more control over their impression management. Here, participants’ expression breakdowns suggest a gap between how they wanted to express themselves and how each app allowed and restricted their expression, which they tried to bridge by appropriating and customizing their multiple apps. This gap might be harder to bridge for less savvy users, who may overlook opportunities for adapting their apps to their preferred forms of expression as well as multi-channel strategies [48] to leverage features of one app for their conversations via others. We hope our work inspires future efforts in helping users develop more personal forms of expression across their communication apps and reduce barriers to transferring habits of expression.

9 IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN

We invite app designers and researchers to use our taxonomy of customization options in communication apps as a design space for exploring new ways of making mobile communication more personal. Next, we illustrate three approaches to exploring new opportunities for design.

9.1 Alternating levels of Visibility, Ownership and Scope

Changing the Visibility, Ownership and Scope of an existing customization option may lead to novel alternatives. For example, designers that want to encourage expressions of intimacy within close relationships could change the Scope of Slack’s custom emojis (which feature Shared ownership) from App to Conversation, which would allow two colleagues to develop their own emoji-based secret codes without others knowing.

Similarly, designers that want to support (selective) self-presentation practices could change the Scope of Messenger’s emoji shortcut from Conversation to App and its Ownership from Shared to Individual, offering a user a shortcut to an emoji they feel expresses their identity (e.g., P14’s...
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raising hands emoji 🙋‍♀️ across all the conversations via that app. Moreover, changing its Scope to Ecosystem (e.g., enabling emoji shortcuts in a soft keyboard such as GBoard) would allow users to access the shortcut across apps.

9.2 Exploring empty intersections of Visibility, Ownership and Scope

The current design space of customization options also reveals combinations of Visibility, Ownership and Scope that, to the best of our knowledge, are still unexplored (Fig. 4), such as Social visibility with Shared ownership and Ecosystem scope. We believe this combination presents an interesting opportunity for supporting close relationships and could help transferring their shared habits of expression between apps (e.g., two friends could change each other’s nicknames for their conversations in all their apps). Such cross-app, Shared customization options would require a unique representation of each contact across the app ecosystem. For example, instead of customizing the notification settings for “the Alice in WhatsApp” or “the Alice in Telegram”, a user could simply customize the notifications for “Alice” valid for all her messages, regardless of the mediating app.

9.3 Shifting from app-enclosed to user-owned means of expression

We believe that beyond customizations, there is a need for cross-app access to users’ favorite means of expression: we propose shifting from designing app-enclosed to user-owned means of expression that people can bring into each of their apps to maintain personal forms of expression. Similarly to how soft-keyboards such as GBoard support customizable collections of stickers with Ecosystem scope, they could also offer customizable collections of means of expression that users can take to any of their apps, such as photo decoration tools or audio-message recorders. Moreover, future work could explore other mechanisms to provide universal access to user-owned means of expression. For example, inspired in how participants built collections of GIFs and images on their phone’s media albums to send them via any app, mobile operating systems could facilitate centralized collections of stickers and other means of expression which apps can then import automatically.

10 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Most recruited participants reported having backgrounds related to interface design or software engineering, so the interviews describe practices and problems of users who are both savvy and extreme. We do not claim that our findings apply to more general populations; however, our data shows that participants’ drivers for customizing their communication apps came from expression and relationship maintenance needs, which may be relevant to people with more diverse backgrounds. Future work could assess the frequency and distribution of existing customization practices in a broader population as well assess whether some of the customization behaviours we observed with our extreme users, once demonstrated, might be valuable to people in the broader population.

We believe that the insights from this study may become increasingly relevant as people adopt more communication apps [14] and customizations become more popular. For example, searching “stickers for WhatsApp” on the Google Play store results in 1200 apps for adding sticker packs or creating custom ones, all published since WhatsApp incorporated support for stickers in November 2018. Searching for “custom keyboard” results in over 500 third-party soft keyboards with custom backgrounds, stickers and text-input functionality. Moreover, Snapchat has recently integrated their Bitmoji stickers with other social apps such as Tinder⁴ and Houseparty⁵, leveraging the popularity of these customizable stickers to compete in the communication app market [7].

⁴Tinder (https://tinder.com) is a location-based social app usually used as a dating platform.
⁵Houseparty (https://houseparty.com/) is a group video chat app.
We focused on studying the breath of customization practices across multiple apps in both iOS and Android to understand their impact in mobile communication. Future work could investigate whether and how users transfer habits of expression between mobile and desktop platforms, or even between mediated and face-to-face communication, e.g., enacting GIFs or mimicking emojis with hand and facial gestures.

11 CONCLUSIONS
We studied customization practices in ecosystems of communication apps to understand the value of customizations in the context of CMC and to gather insights that inform novel designs for increased personalization of mobile communication. Through interviews with 15 “extreme users” of communication apps, we collected stories about 22 customization options across nine different apps (e.g., changing the color of chat bubbles in Messenger). We created a taxonomy of customization options in mobile communication apps, which we used to characterize the reported customizations according to their Visibility (whether their results are visible to others or not), Ownership (whether they can be controlled by the user or by other contacts as well) and Scope (whether they affect a single conversation, a whole app, or any conversation throughout the ecosystem of apps).

We found that participants tailored their apps to better express their identities, their organizational culture, and their intimate bonds with others. Participants relied on customization options (e.g., chatbots, custom-made stickers) and means of expression (e.g., emojis, reactions) of particular apps to shape personal forms of expression, which they tried transferring to other apps for maintaining consistent expressions of their identities and bonds with others. However, this was often not possible, leading to expression breakdowns: frustrated attempts to transferring personal forms of expression between apps, mainly due to app-exclusive customization options, customization options with different designs across apps, and app-exclusive means of expression that, despite not being customizable, helped establishing personal forms of expression. To overcome these breakdowns, participants looked for alternative forms of expression within the current app, moved a conversation to the app that best suited their expression needs, or temporarily switched to other apps to generate and export the content they needed for a conversation.

We contribute: 1) a taxonomy of customization options in mobile communication apps that serves as an analytic lens for understanding the role of a customization option in interpersonal communication, as well as a design space for exploring novel opportunities for design; 2) insight into the value of customizations as means for maintaining relationships online; 3) insight into “expression breakdowns” and the transfer of habits of expression between apps; 4) implications for designing new customization opportunities for supporting richer expressions of identity and intimacy within close relationships in ecosystems of communication apps.
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A REPORTED CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customization option</th>
<th>Reported apps</th>
<th>Visibility</th>
<th>Ownership</th>
<th>Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social</td>
<td></td>
<td>App</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add a custom emoji</td>
<td>Slack</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flowdock</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HipChat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add a custom sticker</td>
<td>WeChat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add a sticker pack</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add a custom sticker pack</td>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change conversation background</td>
<td>WeChat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change color of chat bubbles</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and background (color theme)</td>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change emoji shortcut</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change group chat title</td>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WeChat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change group chat picture</td>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change contact nickname</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Snapchat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WeChat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change own nickname</td>
<td>Slack</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change contact profile picture</td>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(discontinued)</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set favorite contacts</td>
<td>WeChat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change notification sound</td>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add chatbot</td>
<td>Slack</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add custom chatbot</td>
<td>Slack</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Slackbot settings</td>
<td>Slack</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change status message</td>
<td>Slack</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install plugin (e.g. polls, games)</td>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WeChat</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add alternative soft-keyboard</td>
<td>Bitmoji Keyboard</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tenor Keyboard (for searching GIFs)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add stickers to soft-keyboard</td>
<td>Gboard</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. List of reported customizations options in mobile communication apps characterized by their type of Visibility, Ownership and Scope. Grey cells highlight differences across apps. The table only shows apps and customization options mentioned in the interviews.
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